






a thirty-five-year-old employee of the 
Pennsylvania Coal Company, lessor of 
the mine to the Knox Coal Company, 
who had been inspecting the operation. 
Stella carried mine maps that enabled his 
group to travel directly to the air shaft. 
Myron Thomas, a Knox Coal Company 
assistant foreman, led the second group 
of twenty-six who became lost when they 
rushed ahead of Stella's contingent. They 
wandered for nearly seven hours until 
they were discovered by a search party. 
After a jubilant reception for the thirty- 
three survivors, all attention turned to 
the twelve men still missing. 

Hope for the missing workers endured 
for several days. Veteran miners thought 
that some of them could survive for a 
short time if they found an air pocket. 
The community rallied by offering prayers 
and conducting worship services. One 
pastor blessed the mine. On the second 
day, however, water continued to flow 
underground, causing methane gas to 
escape from the mine, and officials had 
no choice but to curb all rescue attempts. 

Several who perished did so because 
they had delayed, briefly but fatally: Sam 
Altieri, a sixty-two-year-old electrician of 
Hughesville with sixteen years of mining 
experience, took Superintendent Groves' 
telephone call and traveled deeper into 

Soaked and mud-caked, a survivor escapes A cross-section diagram (below) of the fiver 
the flooded mine (above). After the cave-in, slope shows where water broke through to the 
two and a half million gallons of water nine because two chambers were dug 
poured underground each minute. It took illegally, without proper surveying. Miners 
workers three days to close the gaping hole. obeyed orders to quarry the chambers. 



A massive funnel of river water rushes through the collapsed mine tunnel roof. "Water mured down like Niagara Falls." assistant foreman John 
Williams later testified. Some did not escape the torrent.~welve trapped mendied in the disaster caused by &safe m i n k  practices. 

. - 
the mine to alert others. Pittston electri- workplace and they quickly drowned. pool in the mine peaked at five hundred 
cian Herman Zelonis decided to change Francis Burns of Pittston and Benjamin and two feet above sea level-more than 
into cleaner clothes before leaving. John Boyar of Forty-Fort, both employed by five times the usual level of one hundred 
Baloga of Port Griffith, a miner with the Pennsylvania Coal Company, were at feet. The cave-in allowed more than ten 
thirty-five years experience, took time work in the lowest-lying seam, the Red billion gallons of river water to course 
to put his tools away. Laborer Willie Ash, repairing a pump. The teleph 
Sinclair climbed up a long chamber to lines to the lowest veins had not be Crews worked around the clock for 
warn fellow crew members but by the maintained, and there was no way to ree days to plug the giant cavity in the 
time he started toward the May shaft, warn them. Former Knox Coal Company riverbed. They pushed, pulled, and 
the water had risen so high that neither employee Bill Hastie of West Pittston hoisted about sixty coal hopper cars, 
he nor Dan Stefanides could follow Mike believes that, "Burns and Boyar must fifty-ton railroad behemoths called 
Lucas toward safety. They most likely have died a horrible death because the gondolas, into the gaping void. They 
ran from the flow toward higher only way out of that bottom vein was added four hundred one-ton coal cars, as 
chambers that branched out from the through a manway-an opening well as some twenty-five thousand cubic 
mine's main thoroughfare or "gangway." between two veins just big enough for a yards of dirt, rock, and boulders. Finally, 
That area quickly flooded, though, and person to climb through. The onrushing and to everyone's relief, the giant hole 
the two perished. "To this day," says water must have completely filled that stopped sucking water. In spite of the 
Lucas, "whenever I go couldn't possibly have temporary patch, water continued 
I spit into it, it bothers me so much.' gh. I hope they died of a seeping underground, and as late as the 

Other victims had little chance. r maybe gas poisoning or third week of March, twenty thousand 
Eugene Ostrowski mething else before they finally gallons a minute flowed beneath the 
Featherman of Mu earth's surface. 
"Tiny" Gizenski of Hun10 For sixty-four hours after the emer- The Pennsylvania Department of 
employed by the St gency, more than two and a half million Mines launched a massive pumping 
Company, a rock contract r poured underground operation to save nearby mining opera- 
tunnel through solid roc e. United States Geological tions. Forty siphons, placed at strategic 
Pittston Vein to the deeper Marcy Survey instruments indicated that on mine shafts, drained billions of gallons. A 
The water instantly inundated the Sunday, January 25, the subsurface water sea 





inspectors finally ordered all work 
stopped. Ignoring the order, the Knox 
Coal Company took one more shift's 
worth of coal that day. Just nine days 
later the riverbed ruptured at the site of 
the last mining, at a point where the roof 
of the chamber rose perilously close to 
the riverbed. "They didn't think the river 
would cave in," recalled Bill Hastie. 
"They were living in a fool's paradise, 
even making plans to do more mining violations, labor law violations, an 
in that area." income tax evasion. Six of the indict ption encouraged illegal mining, 

Why would knowledgeable company were convicted and jailed. The greate* bogus inspections, kickbacks for leases, 
officials and experienced miners take scandal involved August J. Lippi, and criminal conspiracy. 
such risks? Greed is but part of the president of District 1 UMWA, who was Despite a decline that had begun in 
answer. Coal in this section of the Big exposed as a secret, part-owner of the the twenties, the anthracite industry still 
Vein glistened at twelve to fifteen feet Knox Coal Company, blatantly violating commanded a large share of the local 
and was nearly free of impurities. the Taft-Hartley labor law. In exchange economy. One estimate of the 1959 
Company officials apparently could not for his nearly thirty percent ownership disaster's impact put the direct and 
resist temptation. Miners and laborers, interest, Lippi promised labor peace. indirect job loss at seventy-five hundred 
on the other hand, did what they were Strikes were taboo and unionized Knox and the payroll deprivation at thirty-two 
told. "You had to make some compro- workers had to either accept substan- million dollars. 
mises if you wanted to keep working in dard wages and lax safety conditions or Notwithstanding the loss of the 
the mines at that time," lamented one face unemployment in an already northern coal field's middle portion, deep 
worker. Weak mining laws and poor lagging local economy. Exposing the mining continued into the early 1970s in 
enforcement also played a part. Existing extent of corruption it was also revealed the northernmost reaches above Scranton 
legislation for this type of illegal minmg that Local 8005 officer Dominick Alaimo, and in the southernmost areas below 
carried only a five hundred dollar fine a reputed member of the area's leading Wilkes-Barre. Yet, the Knox Mine Disaster 
and a prison term of ninety days. organized crime family, received thirty marked the beginning of the end of an era. 

But there were other underlying-and thousand dollars in illegal payments The high cost of removing water, coupled 
unspeakable-factors. from the Knox Coal Company for his with anthracite's declining competitive 

Criminal corruption in the anthracite efforts to maintain a docile workforce. position, eventually ended deep mining 
industry was one. When reports of John Sciandra, whom the Pennsylvania throughout the northern coal field and, 
organized crime's influence in the Knox Crime Commission called the head of indeed, much of the region. 
Coal Company and in the United Mine the region's organized crime family, was The Knox Mine Disaster remains 
Workers of America (UMWA) surfaced, an original part-owner but he died in an important part of the coal region's 
the United States Attorney General's 1949 and passed his shares on to his history and culture. Its legacies are many. 
Special Group on Organized Crime wife, Josephine. Louis Fabrizio and the state level, changes in mine laws 
convened a grand jury in Scranton, Robert L. Dougherty were the other 
which led to several indictments. Three owners. All were indicted. 
state investigations followed, including The reorganization of the anthraci 
lengthy hearings conducted by a joint industry during the previous five 

increasing number of 
operations to smaller 

benefits to the large firms. 
For instance, it lowered 

on that had permeated the 

often at the expense o 
safety. It allowed the 

to retain control over 



few reputed members of organized crime. 
This year the Pennsylvania Anthracite 
Heritage Museum at Scranton, adminis- 
tered by the Pennsylvania Historical and 
Museum Commission, is installing an 
exhibit commemorating the event's 
fortieth anniversary which will run 
through 1999. 

Major disasters rarely have happy 
endings. No doubt the anthracite 
region's efforts to understand and 
reconcile the causes and consequences 
of the epoch-ending Knox Mine Disaster 
will continue well into the future. + 

Robert P. Wolensky, a Wyoming Valley 
native, is a graduate o f  Villanova University 
and the Pennsylvania State University. He is 
a professor of sociology and co-director of the 
Center for the Small City at the University 

worked far a lessee coal company in 
Swoyersvilk, L u z e m  County. The brothers 
arefinishing work on a book about the 1959 
Knox Mine Disaster, which will be published 
by the University of Illinois Press. 
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